Student guide to reviewing and revising your fall registration
Barnard faculty have been working hard to re-envision the coming academic year, including new fall class offerings and
changes to the fall schedule.
Your registration from April has been retained so that you can make informed choices, now that the fall class options are
available. Some days and times of classes have changed, however, you will need to review your schedule to avoid any
time-conflicts that may have arisen in the interim.
Some fall classes that you are already registered for may have become “immersive.” These classes have the same
number of credits as a full-semester class; they meet for twice as many hours but for half as many weeks. You will see
them referred to as being part of Subterm Fall A (9/8 - 10/19) or Subterm Fall B (10/26 - 12/23).
If any of the class you pre-registered for have become immersive, you may need to make changes to your fall class
schedule.
You may also want to make changes to your schedule in order to explore some of the new and/or newly-immersive class
that have been developed.
Below are some tips and screenshots to help you view your registration and plan further:

Login to Student Planning and view your schedule from April registration.
All of the classes you registered for during early registration in April should still be on your schedule.
If a class has disappeared, it means the department is no longer offering it in the fall. The class may be offered in
the spring or summer, and you can find that information on each department’s webpage.
Review each class on your schedule, to check if the class is now immersive in either the Fall A or Fall B
term.
To tell if a class is a Fall A or Fall B class, locate the class in the left-hand pane of your screen. Click the blue
Meeting Information arrow. If the class is Fall A, the meeting dates will say 9/8 - 10/19. If it is Fall B, the meeting
dates will say 10/26 - 12/23. Example of a Fall A class:

**Note that each class will also have the default, full-term dates at the top.** Don’t be confused by this: you must
click on the blue Meeting Information arrow to see the specific dates for the section. In this example, “Dates:
9/8/2020-10/19/2020” are the dates for this class, indicating that it is a Fall A class.

Review your schedule closely, looking for new time conflicts
Look for classes that are next to each other in the same time slot (see the screenshot below). Although they are
both green, these classes may be conflicting in time -- or they may be a Fall A and a Fall B class that meet at the
same day/time. If they are Fall A and Fall B classes, you don’t need to do anything further. If it’s an actual time
conflict (click on meeting information for details), you will need to choose one of the classes to drop from your
schedule.

Again: check the highlighted dates under “Meeting Information,” not the default dates at the top of the listing. As you
see: EDUC-BC3032 is a Fall B class and CHEM-BC3231 is a full term class, with overlapping meeting times. These
two classes are true conflicts. One class will need to be dropped.

Below is an example of two classes side by side -- a Fall A class and a Fall B class -- that are not actually a conflict:

Changes to classes you planned (but are not yet registered for)
If you previously planned or waitlisted a class, and it now conflicts in time with one of your registered classes, the
class will appear in red on your schedule. You will not be able to add it to your schedule unless you drop the
conflicting class.

If you previously planned a class that is no longer being offered this fall, it will also appear in red. You can remove
this from your fall plan.

Search for Fall A or Fall B classes to add
If you would like to find Fall A or Fall B classes to add to your schedule, you can find this information either in the CU
Directory of Classes:

Or in Student Planning:

After clicking submit, you should see results matching this criteria. Example below:

**When searching for course types, we do not recommend that you do a combined search looking for both GER
designations and Fall A/Fall B classes because the results will give you all classes in both categories (not only the
classes that meet both categories). To determine if a Fall A or Fall B class satisfies a general education requirement,
please refer to the snowbird Courses list.**
Make any changes to your fall registration starting July 27
You will have access to make changes to your class schedule from July 27 - 31 and August 3 - 7 in Student
Planning, from 9:30 a.m. - 8:45 p.m. EDT each day.

While we suggest you speak with your adviser to discuss any changes you are considering, the system will not
require your adviser’s approval at this stage. As in past semesters, your adviser will need to approve your
final fall registration at the end of the registration period (September 18, 2020).
The registration system will allow you to add classes that are not “real” time conflicts (a Fall A class and a Fall B
class that meet at the same day/time). However, if an actual time conflict exists, you will not be able to add the new
class without dropping the conflicting one.
As a reminder, by September 18th, you must be registered for a minimum of 12 credits and a maximum of 19 credits,
unless you have received adviser’s approval to remain above 19 credits. If you would like permission to enroll in
fewer than 12 credits for the fall semester, please speak with both your adviser and class dean. You may not
exceed 45 credits earned from fall 2020 through summer 2021.
We understand that this is a lot to absorb and we are here to assist you. Please reach out to your adviser, your
class dean, or the Registrar’s office (registrar@barnard.edu) with any questions.
Thanks for reading and we wish you a healthy and restful summer.

